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By Zenon Walter Pylyshyn

MIT Press Ltd, United States, 2004. Hardback. Book Condition: New. New.. 239 x 163 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. In Seeing and Visualizing, Zenon Pylyshyn argues that seeing is different
from thinking and that to see is not, as it may seem intuitively, to create an inner replica of the
world. Pylyshyn examines how we see and how we visualize and why the scientific account does not
align with the way these processes seem to us from the inside. In doing so, he addresses issues in
vision science, cognitive psychology, philosophy of mind, and cognitive neuroscience. First,
Pylyshyn argues that there is a core stage of vision independent from the influence of our prior
beliefs and examines how vision can be intelligent and yet essentially knowledge-free. He then
proposes that a mechanism within the vision module, called a visual index (or FINST), provides a
direct preconceptual connection between parts of visual representations and things in the world,
and he presents various experiments that illustrate the operation of this mechanism. He argues that
such a deictic reference mechanism is needed to account for many properties of vision, including
how mental images attain their apparent spatial character without themselves being...
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The book is fantastic and great. It normally will not cost an excessive amount of. I am just easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a published
ebook.
-- Edgar Witting-- Edgar Witting

Here is the greatest pdf i have got read through till now. It typically will not charge excessive. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's
what catalogs are for concerning when you question me).
-- Eulalia Langosh-- Eulalia Langosh
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